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Tests, demonstrations and experiments related in any way to
a commercial' activity or enterprise can also be infringements.

Thus, the experimental use exception is very narrow and has
been confined to a use for the "sole purpose of gratifying a
philosophical taste or curiosity or for mere amusement."

2,
Federa1 Techno1ogy Transfer (FT ) Program Moves Ahead
Ear1y Snags Being Addressed

Like any major piece of legislation, the FT 2 Act passed last
year (IPH 6/87) has run into early implementation snags that must
be overcome. One of the first snags is the requirement for an
individual federal agency to delegate authority to its labs. To
date, no such delegation has taken place.

First -- what constitutes a federal lab? The entire
National Institutes of Health may be considered a lab, and each
of its 11 member institutes could be considered a lab, too.
Furthermore, each of the institutes contain multiple labs within
their infrastructure.

Secondly, who has a say-so in over-viewing the delegated
authority? Service groups within a given agency all wish to have
a piece of the action rather than a straight delegation of
everything down to the labs. (IS this the way excessive
bureaucratic red tape is procreated?) Obviously, such turf
fights are slowing the process down.

A major issue is whether t~e FT 2 Act and the President's
Executive Order cover government-owned, but contractor-operated,
laboratories (GOCOs). It would appear clear that the Act and
Executive Order generally cover such GOCOs and that patent
ownership is to be distributed to all contractors. For some
time, university contractors have been receiving the rights, but
the Executive Order for the first time with the force of law
extends similar rights to profit-making contractors such as
Martin Marietta --operator of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Lawyers of the Department of Energy are balking at
this interpretation on the grounds that they are prevented by law
from making such a transfer. However, the statutes they quote
show a transfer to ,be discretionary, and, reportedly, the Office
of Management and Budget is opposed to DOE'S position.

Another issue is the difficult task of preparing a model
cooperative research and development agreement.

Questions about the FT2 Act also expected to arise include
the inventor's rights. Under what conditions can a FedLab
inventor force the Government to release the patent rights to the
inventor because the Government has failed to adequately protect
the invention or license others? Also, how will the government
divide the royalties when a single licensed product is covered by
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11'11 is a monthly news brlef'fortechnology executives, inventors and software creators. News covered includes information,
behind the scenes events and insights into the development of intellectual property and its protection through patents,
copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks and similar rights.

Research and Development Labs New Target for Patent Infringement
Suits -- Can't Rely on -Experimental Use- Exception

Corporate labs that use inventions from unexpired patents of
others do so at their peril. These inventions are sometimes used
to get a head start toward commercializing a product when the
patent expires, so the product can be ready to go without waiting
for the normal R&D and test period after expiration. Also, labs
may use these inventions to garner more information about a
competitor's technology so they can make leapfrog improvements.

Many thought these acts were excused by an "experimental
use" exception to infringement. However, this exception is very
limited. If it is coupled in any way with a commercial purpose,
the exception does not apply.

Here is one example of infringement: A pharmaceutical
company ordered and used a small quantity of a patented compound
from a foreign source six months before the patent's expiration
date, so that testing for FDA approval could begin immediately.
Note: Since that case, a new law does permit -- as avery
special exception from infringement. liability -- uses solely for
p~rposes of satisfying reporting requirements of federal drug
laws.

Another example is the use of a patented biotech product to
determine t:Jeamino acid sequence to assist in cloning a gene of
the patented product. This did not fall within the narrow
limitations and was therefore an infringement.

Still another infringement occurred when a developer of an
automatic paper winding machine made and tested all of the
various sub-assemblies and shipped them to a customer for
complete assembly after the expiration of the patent. The
machine was never completely assembled until after the patent
expired.
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multiple patents of different inventors, especially when one
patent is the basic patent and the other patents are only minor
improvements? Still further, in view of the shortage of
Government patent attorneys, how will increased demand for patent
legal services be handled? Is the government liable for failure
to protect the inventor's rights?

Continue to Patent Animals

Recent efforts by a few legislators to delay the patenting
of animals have stopped. The Patent Office has no discretion in
granting such patents since it has been determined that the
patenting of animals is provided for by the present law. If the
Patent Office is to change, the law must be changed. Hearings
will be held, but the importance of inventions in this area
should be understood: Patenting of animals can help the hunger
situation in Africa. It can aid the shifting of U.S. farm crops
from tobacco to fish. Such facts make it clear the law should
not be changed. Remember that patenting of animals in no way
relates to humans; emotional arguments in that direction are
without foundation.

State Universities and Schools May Be Immune from Copyright and
Patent Infringement

A court in California now joins with courts in Illinois,
Michigan and Virginia in stating that state universities are
excused from being liable for damages for copyright infringement
and, by implication, patent infringement by the Doctrine of
Sovereign Immunity under the Eleventh Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution. The California case was a suit against the
University of California, which allegedly copied copyrighted
computer software. This issue will ultimately either have to be
decided by the U.S. Supreme Court or by a change in the Federal
statutes explicitly stating that states can be sued for copyright
and patent infringement. If one or the other is not done, state
schools will be free to start making their own piractical copies
of video cassettes and books as well as computer programs, armed
with a license to steal.

U.S. Patent Office Gives Most Comprehensive Search

It will come as a surprise to many, but the U.S. patent
examiners perform a more comprehensive search than examiners in
the European Patent Office or the Japanese Patent Office. Ih an
effort to determine the similarities of the examining process
with implications under both the trilateral (U.S.-Europe-Japan)
and regional (U.S.-Japan-Canada-Australia) cooperative
initiatives, foreign patent examiners have been searching
alongside U.S. patent examiners and the U.S. Patent Office. The
finding is that the U.S. search is far more comprehensive than
the others. The Japanese patent examiners were reportedly
astounded at the amount of prior art examined by the U.S. patent
examiner in making his normal search.
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It has been thought for many years that the Japanese
searches and even more so the European searches were better than
searches of the u.s. Patent Office. Either this was never
correct or the situation has changed.

Windows May Be Transparent and Still Contain $3.2 Million Worth
of Trade Secrets

Boeing sued its former supplier of cockpit windows for
supplying the windows to the after market in violation of
Boeing's trade secrets. and in breach of their contract and breach
of their confidential relationship. The vendor was found liable
for all three, and Boeing was awarded $3.2 million. As an
interesting side note, the breach of confidence claim was
considered separate from the trade secret claim because it did
not depend on whether or not trade secrets existed.

If the underlying concept involved in softwareIs·new and
important, the best way to protect it often is by patents. The
main advantage of patent protection over copyright protection is
that it covers the underlying concept of the program.

Patenting Software Is On the Rise

At an earlier time, there were some indications that patent
protection was not available for software and this misinformation
is still widespread today. However, the only software that
cannot be patented today is that for a mathematical algorithm.
Other algorithms are patentable provided they meet the criteria
normally used in determining patentability.

Examples of recently patented software inventions include:
a process for a management control system, a program that checks
for spelling errors, and a program that converts one language
into another. Patents for software systems involving artificial
intelligence and for manipulating graphic images are other
examples.

An outstanding example of a lost opportunity is the case of
Dan Bricklin who invented VisiCalc -- the first personal
computer-based spread sheet program. A patent would have
dominated such programs as Lotus 1-2-3 and the other electronic
spreadsheets. As Mr. Bricklin says, "I'll go down in history as
the inventor of VisiCalc. With a patent, the only difference
would have been several hundred million dollars."

Major computer companies are rapidly shifting from hardware
to software and services for their income. By 1992 they are
expected to receive only 50% of their income from hardware. With
the ever increasing importance of software, major software houses
and computer companies are increasing their efforts to obtain
patents on the pure software and the combination of software and
hardware.

AUZVILLE JACKSON, JR.
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Export Controls of High-Technology Goods

T. he impaired ability of the United States.to compete internationally and even at home
. in high-technology products is a matter for searching examination. Our failures come

from many sources. Recently, U.S. procedures. for controls. of exports of high
technology goods have been added to the list of causes. The National Academy ofSciences,
the National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute ofMedicine have rendered a public
service by sponsoring a major study thathas illuminated the need for changes in our system
of-controls."

Japan, France, and members of NATO have recognized that advanced technology
confers military advantages over the Communist Bloc and have cooperated to limit transfer
of technology there. However, the United States has imposed controls that go beyondthose
of its allies. In earlier times, we enjoyed a monopoly on high technology. But that status is
gone. Japan and some members of the Common Market have been joined by Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, andothers as exporters. ofmicroelectronics goods. Today,
the United States purchases only 30 percent ofthe high-technology goods sold on the world
market. If our manufacturers. are to achieve economies of scale, they. must distribute. their
products globally.

In spite ofthese developments, the United States behaves as if it still had the monopoly
it enjoyed 20 years ago. We continue to assert "jurisdiction over goods and technology even
outside the territorial United States when {i) the product or technology in question
originated in or is to be or has been exported from the United States; (ii)the product or
technology incorporates or uses products or technology ofU.S. origin; (iii) the exporter is a
U.S. national or is.owned or controlled by U.S. interests." Thus when a U .S.subsidiary
operating in West Germany wishes to export a high-technology item, permission must be
sought from Washington. .

The machinery for control of exports from the 'United States is slow and not very
discriminating. The interval measured from when the application leaves the company to
when the company receives an export license averages 54 days. In Japan, export licenses are
processed in 2 to 3 days. Expeditious schedules prevail in other competing countries.

Delays and uncertainties handicap U.S. firms. Competitors can supply many of the
high-technology items at lower prices or with better quality than can the U.S. firms and
without delays. A survey conducted showed that many erstwhile customers ofU.S. suppliers
are turning to other sources.

An example from the report illustrates effects of U.S. export controls. In March 1983, a
U.S. company sought a license to export a $450,000 nuclear magnetic resonance spectrome
ter to a medical research institute in Eastern Europe. The application was.not approved until
November 1985. Although U.S. firms pioneered the development ofNMR, German and
Japanese companies now hold two-thirds of the world market for such instruments.During
the review period in Washington, a German, competitor sold several similar NMR systemsto
Communist Bloc customers. The NMR instruments do not appear on the U.S. control list,
but the equipment was subject to licensing because it contained 32-bit array microproces
sors and 30-megabyte Winchester disk drives.

To obtain information for the report, teams were sent to Europe and Asia. They heard
many comments about deleterious effects of delays of processing export licenses and were
reminded of the problem of the "$2 microchip in the $20,000 machine." When the U.S.
chip was used, the entire product had to receive aU. S. re-export license. They also conversed
with U.S. customs officers stationed abroad. One officer complained that on instructions
from Washington, he spent. most of his time "chasing" personal.computers.

The United States is trying to control items produced by the millions in many
countries. In 1979, legislation was enacted that called for elimination of controls on items
that the Soviet Union either can make for itself or freely buy from uncontrolled sources.
However, the willofCongress has been thwarted. Substantial progress has not been made in
eliminating outdated controls.-PH1LIP H. ABELSON

*Blllandng theNatifinallnterest (National Academy Press, Washington; DC, 1987). Seealso, C. Nonnan,Sci#nce 23S,
424 (1987).

EDITORIAL, 1297-
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The powerof 2

u.s. Census Bureau.

•
UNISYS

mainframes. TomWilson did the

only gentlemanly thing.

He evacuated his own office

at Unisys so Census personnel,

with fierce adherence to data

confidentiality, could work with

Unisys computers until their new one

was installed.

in the the last 14years.

The system did stop,

though, for a major

36years of "I k!
changing technology ~ep
and not one stop for a pair of
softwareco~version rubber boots

in the
office
just to

waterleakthat remind me."
flooded three

truly representative. Every month,they

take the economic pulse of the nation.

It all adds up to "14yeCirs
more than 2,000 of upgrades
reports a year WhiC~ . without
are used for everything

from the planning •s()ftware
.'>. ,.... , "

of bus routes to the cOnVerSIOI1S.
distribution of $7 billion in federal aid.

Since 1951, the bureau has relied on

Unisys for its core information systems.

"

And no one knows better than the

"It's one o~ t~e Every ten years, they

largest ~tatlstlcal count every living being

prOjects in the U.S. so the House

in the world." of Representatives can be
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IIIEIl$ON41.IIY
IESIS ARE BACK
The latest management tool dates to Carl]ung.ltslicesexecutivesinto16 categories .
and purports to help different types communicate. Some managers like the test so
much they give it to their children. Which type are you? •.by ThornllsMoore'

i..-'

ESF] SPOKEN HERE," reads
the sign on the accountant's
desk at Compass Computer
Services in Dallas. Her boss,

the controller, has a card that says he
speaks "1ST]." The scrambled letters
have also been spotted in Transameri
ca's pyramid in San Francisco, at the
Naval Surface Weapons' Center near
Washington, and at Virginia Power
Co.'s headquarters in Richmond. They
turn up in church-group discussions,
on license plates, even in personal
ads-"ENFP female desperately seek-
ing TNT] male." .

No, the proliferation of these myste
rious initials does not represent an in
vasion of extraterrestrials or even the
rise of, a new order' of Masons. The
four-letter combinations are the hall
marks of a theory of psychological
types that is spreading rapidly out of
counseling circlesdnto cotporate
America. According to the tenets, peo
ple of different psychological types
may have a hard time working togeth
er mostly because each has a distinc
'tive way of perceiving the world and
making decisions. Make people aware
of which types they and their co-work
ers are; the theory goes,'and voila,
communication improves and with it
productivity. While some' psycholo
gists are not impressed, business peo
ple are lapping this stuff up.

The letter combinations stand for
personality traits first posited by the
Swiss psychqlogist Carl lung in 1921
and further amplified after World War
II bya mother-daughter team in the
U.S., Katherine Briggs and Isabel
Briggs Myers. Just as people are born
REPORTER ASSOCIATE Wilton Woods
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with a predisposition to be .left- or
right-handed, says the so-called type
theory, they are also predisposedto be
either extrovertedor introverted (E or
I), sensing or intuitive (5 or N), think
ing or feeling (T or Flo and perceiving
or judging (P or J).Extroverts areori
ented towardt!l'9~terworld of peo
ple and things,introvet'\stoward the
inner world ofideas and feelings. Sens
ing types sIlifl' out detail.vwhile intu
itivesouls pref,rtoJ2cus on the big
picttire.'fhinkers",,~nt to decide
thing~Jogicallyand objectively; feelers
base their decisions on more subjec
tive grounds. Perceiving types tend to
be flexible and to seek more informa
tion, while the judging sort want to get
things settled.

Type theorists divide people into 16
distinguishable personality types ac
cording to these four dimensions (see
-table), In the course of 20 years' work,
Briggs and Myers developed a test
or inventory of preferences, as they
called it, .since there: are no right or
wrong answers-that indicates an in
dividual's predispositions. It does not
measure intelligence, motivation, ma
turity, or mental health.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicat2r,
or MBTI as it is commonly known,
poses over IO? questions.about how
the. t~st taker usually feels or acts in
p~rticularsituations~Fo~iristance,in ,a
group, d2 youofteIliIltroduceothers,
orwait to be introduced? (Extroyerts
tend to introduce,intt2vertsto be in
troduced.) Do you find it harder to
adapt to routine or to-rnore-or-less
constant change? audging types have
a tougher time with change, perceiving
types with routine.) Would you rather

work under eonieone who is
kind or always fair?fFeelers go for the
kind boss, thinkers prefer a fair boss.)
Research suggests that about 60% of
men are thinkers, about 60% ofworn
en feelers. But-themajority of women
executives are thinkets,aslik~ly as

..... their male counterparts to neglect oth
ers' feelings,

. In 1986 some 1.5 million people
took the MBTI, according to its pub
lisher, ConsultingPsychologists Press
in Palo Alto, California. It is almost
'certainly the most widely used person
ality test in the U.S., at least among
the allegedly normal population, and
the test w~oseuseisgr_O\virlgfastest.
Average cost of the test: less than $1.
The corporate world is by far the big
gest user,and businesses accounted
for 40% of test sales last year, double
their share of three years ago. Compa
nies that give it include Allied-Signal,
Apple, AT&T, Citicorp, Exxon, GE,
Honeywell, and 3M. Colleges, hospi
tals, churches, and the U.S. armed
forces also adniinister the test.

M
OST COMPANIES use the'
M.yerS-Briggs.Type Indi

'. '. ~at?rpriInari1yin 'mall-
" .... ag ementdevelopmen t

programs.. to .. help'. e~ec~tivesbett~r
,und~rstandhowtheyc,omeacross to:
others ",ho lllaysee things differently.
Converts are going forth to apply typ~

. theory to ~hores ranging from job as
signment, ,performanceapp~aisal,and
negotiation to strategic planning and
marketing, In defending the new gos-.
pel, they stress the damage that
botched communications and interne
cine conflicts can do.



Visionary
_I

INT]
This type is
introverted (I),
intuitive (N),
thinking (T),
and judging
(J).While
INT]smake
up only a small
percentage of
the population,
a dispro
portionate
number rise to
become chief
executives.

Executives at Transamericaand its
subsidiaries, past and present, rank
among the most fervent of the believ
ers. In 1979 Lad Burgin, a former of
fensive tackle from Ohio State with an
MBA and a Ph.D., created the compa
ny's management development,pro
gram using ideas on motivation
developed by Harvard psychologist
David McClelland. Burgin concluded,
however. that "an important piece of
the puzzle was missing." He found it
when be began working with a forme:
history professor turned management
consultant, Alan Brownsword, .who
'had become a leading expert on My-

ILLUSTRATIONS BY SEYMOUR CHWAST

ers-Briggs and type theory. Browns
word specialized in applying the
theory to team building-getting a
bunch of individuals to work together
effectively. Says Burgin: "We found
that by joining the theories of motiva
tion and type, we can'solve a lotmore
problems in the business world."

One of their most successful stu
dents was David Carpenter, chief ex
.ecutive of Transamerica's Occidental
Life Insurance Co., which generated
60% of the parent holding company's
profits in 1986. After he took over in
1983,,Carpellt'tr insisted his.top man
agement team/take. the course as a

group. His staff was skepticalbut soon
found type theory a big help in trans,
forming the subsidiary from a sleepy
life insurance bureaucracy to a.stream
lined, .competitive financial .services
company. Carpenter says.: "vye've
used the theory to help us change our
corporate culture; it has turned out to
be one of the most meaningful things
we've done."

An example: Shortly after he took
over;Carp~nt~rcalledin two top .exec
utives to talk about ho;;, to turn the
company'Sfive-year management plan
from a duil cover-your-behind forecast
to' a visionary;.. best-guess .. document
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Organizer
I;

EST]
He or she is'
extroverted (E),
sensing (5),
thinking (T),
and judging
(J). It is one of
the most
common types
in the general
population as
well as among
managers.
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that laid out the changes they hoped to
bring about. While Carpenter and Ex
ecutive Vice President Simon Baitler .
started bouncing ideas off each other
about the new "picture" they wanted
to present,the otherexecutive,anum
bers man, just sat looking puzzled.
"He didn't get it," Baitler says. "We're
talking pictures, but he's looking for
details. To him,we're riot even talking
the English language."

Carpenter then spelled out to the
numbers guy exactly how he wanted
the first three tables in the plan
changed. But when the executive
came 'Ilack with the new plan, two of
the tables were the same as before.
Carpenter was furious. "The guy must
think he's brighter than me," he told
Baitler, Intact, the executive hadcon
cluded that he wasn't in the same
league as Baitler and Carpenter; he
was thinking about quitting.
'Two weeks later Carpenter and his

top management team took the week
long course on type theory, and as
Baitlerpot it, "the lights went on." It
turned out that the finance guy, like
manynumber crunchers, was an 1ST],
a very different personality type from

Carpenter and Baitler, who were an
ENT] and an ENTP, respectively. The
financial executive was introverted,
while they were extroverted-a situa
tion that promoted constant misunder
standings. But more important, the
numbers man was a sensing type,
someone who "thinks largely in terms
of facts and detail, while the other two
were intuitives, people, who think-in
terms of context first and fill in perti-
nent facts later, " .", -. , _. ",':

"After the class, we knew he didn't
hear the instruction about Tables 2 and
3, much lessformanoyerall picture of
what we were talking about, because
he was still focusing on the details of
Table I," explains Baitler, "It had
nothing to do with motivation and in
telligence." Carpenter and Baitler now
often ask the finance man- to summa
rize \Vhat was agreed~'ponatameet~

ing and then they fill in any gaps. They
have also come torecognizethat an
1ST], whose type is more realistic and
pragmatic than theirs, has 'a better
grasp of the risks in any big-picture
idea than they do-an invaluable asset
that can save them from intuiting their
way into a debacle,

In tum, the financial executive now
thinks twice about how he is going to
present information to the chief. At
one point he had to make a report to
Carpenter that combined ten pieces of
bad news and one big element of good
'news-a positive that outweighed all
the negatives. True to his orderly 1ST]
type, he had planned to list each bad
news item and then give Carpenter the
good news. But Baitler advised: "Ifyou
presentitthat way, Carpenter.ibeing
an ENT], will judge each piece of bad
news adversely. Why not give himthe
overall picture first-that you've got
good news that outweighs some bad
news-and then fill in the details?" The
revised presentation worked nicely. /

/'"

C
OMPASS CQMPUTER, a com-

','

p.uter reservations company
, owned jointly by Hilton Hotels

and Budget Rent-a-Car-and
formerly owned by Transamerica-is
a virtual laboratory on the chemistry
petween different types. President Mi
chael Carrico and some of his top man
agers went through Transamerica's
course and tried to put what they
learned to work. Says Carrico: "We
had some morale problems. I realized 1
had a mixed bag of people reporting to
me and that this could help us under
stand each other better and also under
standhow we make decisons.'

Over 100 of 180 employees have
taken Brownsword's team-building
progral11. Executives say it helped the
company adjust to a recent major up
heaval after Hilton and Budget forced
Compass to drop a big project and
makemajor cutbacks. As an introvert,
Carrico was incltued to withdraw and
make, decisions alone when under
pressure. But with the training in
mind, he went out of his way to get his
management group's advice on where
to cut back. One piece of advice he ac
cepted was to continue the team-build
ing program, which had cost the
company $400,000 over two years.
Says Linda Edwards, the company's
human resources vice president: "We
wouldn't have made it through without
type training." .

Other outfits experimenting with
type theory tell similar stories:'Apple
Computer uses it to help different
teams work on task force projectsto
gether. West-Jersey Health Systems,

\





"Why shouldwecometo
These key characteristics define Morgan's M&A approach

and distinguish Morgan.from
other firms for M&A advice and execution.

1.Advice that is totally objective. Rather than
promote merger and acquisition transactions
simply to generate fees, we become a strategic
financial advisor, bringing a relationship focus
to a transactional business. If a transaction is
not clearly in a client's best interests, we will
recommend against it. Our clients expect and
get from us objective advice, based on a thor
ough knowledge of their needs and goals.

2. Research free from conflict ofinterest. Good
.financial advice requires fundamental research
on a globalbasis. Morgan Cuarantys financial
advisory staffhas 120 analysts based in all the
major financial markets worldwide. These
analysts support Morgan's M&A and corporate
finance activities. We do notprovtde research
to institutional investors to generate brokerage

3. In-depth international capabilities. Research
and execution today must reflect the growing
interdependence of global capital and indus
trial markets. Morgan has always been an
international firm with a major presence in the
world's financial centers. This international
dimension-eand our wordwide clientbase
further distinguish us from other firms offer
ing M&A services.

4. Abroad range ofM&A services. Among them
are: acting. as dealer manager for cash tender
offers; providing fairness opinions; advising
on restructurings and recapitalizations; furn
ishing a wide variety of services under defen
sive retainers; and acting as advisor and
equity investor in leveraged buyouts.

5. Compensation based on added value. We
structure our fees to match each client's spe
cific strategic objectives. Our compensation is
tied directly to the value we add. This means
we compete for M&A business on the basis of
performance and price:

Morgan Guaranty
(
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Morgan Guaranty forM&A?~~

A fewexamples of our1986 .transactions demonstrate
Morgan'sM&A approaclratwork.

J
\,
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MANAGING

a small nonpro1it'hd~;'ital. group, is
using a type program to help its
nurses, doctors, -and managers come
up with ways to make patient ser
vices friendlier,__ Virginia Power uses
type theory in strategic planning
workshops to jar managers into
thinking more competitively. The
utility industry may be deregulated
down the road, and the company
wants to explore new ventures
a discipline many of its executives
have never undertaken. "Everybody
knows we're in a new ball game, yet
they keep doing what they've always
done," says Wylie WanVeer, senior
training specialist. "We've got a lot of
sensors who worry about the next
five quarters, but we need intuitive
thinking that focuses on the next five
years."

Knight-Ridder's Charlotte Observer
used type theory as a basis for team
building in a fractious newsroom that
had been jolted by a series of man
agement changes. The outcome was
so successful, says publisher Rolfe
Neill, that he and his executive team
took the same course and then
turned loose the trainer, Dolly

c
.';;

~SFJ •••••·.,.""'~~+h~dH&d, "tdlkafive;
po Pljlar~f~ns~i~ ~tio~s,~orn
cooperCltors.N~~d h6r'mony ~
¥lark best~it~~ncouragement.
Little,jnte~:e;stina~stractthinking
or•tech ni~a I.subjects.

E~Ffl()u!g9i,~g,.easy~oing"
accepti~g;frien~IY"ll1ake things
more fun for others by their enjoy
menf'~ik~sr?rt~(]n~~a ~ ing
th ings.fin~re~ell1bering" facts
ecsierthon mastering,theories.

ISFJ Quiet,friendly, responsi
ble, and conscientious. Work
devotedly to meet their obliga
tions. Thorough, painstaking,
accurate. loyal, considerate.

ISFP Retiring, quietly friendly,
sensitive, kind, modest about their

"abilities. Shun disagreements.
loyal followers. Often relaxed
about getting things done.

THE 16 DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES

ISTP Cool onlookers-quiet,
reserved, and analytical. Usually
interested in impersonal princi
ples, how and why mechanical
things work. Flashes of
orlqincl humor.

ESTJ ". Prdctic:c.f/r&dlIstic,
matter~of-f~<:t,~it~ant:it8ral
head for businessormechanics.;
Notinter~stedinsubjec,tsthey
seenous~f~r; like to organize
and run activities,

ESTP .Md!f&t~#f~f~ct,do••'riot.·
worryorhu~~y,e~j~y~hatev~r, J
comesalong~M~y.~eobitblunt ,
or inse~sitiv~'~~~~Y!'i,threplthings
that can be taken apartorput
together. '

ISTJ Serious, quiet, earn success
by concentration and thorough
ness. Practical, orderly, matter-of
.fact,loQicClI, realistic, and
dependable. Toke responsibility.

"
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Traditionalist
1M

1ST]
These
introverted (1),
sensing (S),
thinking (T),
and judging 0)
souls maybe
sticklers for
detail and
rules. IST]s
often become
accountants
and financial
executives.
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HATMAKES
MORE COMPATIBi£
N;TI-IE.·OTI-IER?

FEDERAL TAX CREDITS.
LOCAL TAX INCENTIVES.
NO DUTIES.
NO QUOTAS.
lOWlABOR COSTS.

'\"~(

. Hewlett-Pockord cornputed the diff~t~6¢".Anitf6Wnd.th~C:Om
manwealthvery compatibleindeed.lhqtlsWhysome "lthe high
volume accessories fortheir new Vedra'pears'mode in Puerto

. Rico, and stamped Made inthe United States,
VVhi,h means Hewlett-Pockord didn't hove.tccornpromsetheir

proclu,HJuality reputationone bit,whilegetting suchfriendly input
.as,aw~stantial U.S. Iederol tax credit. Duty-free-access to the U.S.
marke\'5'-naverage electronic-industry labor cost of $4.05 per hour
lesstKanthat on the U,S.mainland. Fastshippingand flying timeto
the Stales. Factoryspace startingat $.1. 25/sq. fI./yr.

And mostimp",idnt ofall to productivity- and quo'itv-conscious
companies like Hewleit-Pockord, PuertoRico has a highly skilled hi
tech labor and management,fqrce that interfaceswithsuch names
as DigitalEquipment, Wang, 19!Ys, and a whole islandof U.S. "nd
international manufacturers ofe\i.erything fromdesigner clothes to
pacemakers.

Fq,rqll.thecurrent details/without obligation" moilln the coupon
or coilMoria lopez today inNe", York at 212-245-1200, Ext. 230.

Ge~wantto'know mor;PI;;~s~end.my(lim;:-;;Right~~rmati'on~'
I immediately. .' . I

NAM,'-E -----_-----
I TITLE . I
I COMPANY I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE ZIP I
I TELEPHONE ( I I
I pRODUQT9r?~RyICE I
I 0 Cum,;~t·eXpqn5ion project 0 Future expansion planning FOT-OSSO I
I Mail to, (:9MMONWEALTH Of PUERTO RICO Or call I
I ~<:.o..n.om.ic Development.Adminlstrctlon Maria Lopez I

1290 Avenue of the Americas 212~245-1200

j.Gi.eYVYark,NJ 10104-0092 Ext. 230 I

L~<POERTO RICO _J
The climate is right.



Conceptualizer
Ill!

ENTP
This type is
extroverted(E),
intuitive (N),
thinking (T),
and perceiving
(P). ENTPs
love new
possibilities
and hate
routine.
They're more
often
entrepreneurs
than corporate
executives.

MANAGING

King, on the rest of the company.
Government has become interested

too. It should come as no surprise to
learnthat city managers in trendySan
Francisco are taking type training. But
the General Accounting Office? The
federlli agency uses type theory to
help improve -the effectiveness of its
teams of analysts. The Foreign Ser
vice Institute applies the theory to
teaching languages. Otto Kroeger, a
Myers-Briggs consultant, has taught
over 4,500 officers at military colleges,
including top brass atthe National De.
fense University. Some graduates now
call him in to help them with their man
agerial headaches.

A military chaplain had him Come
to West Germany a couple of years
ago to - analyze certain troublesome
incidents at isolated defense posts.
The symptoms included drug abuse,
vandalism, shootings, bar fights, and
suicide. Says Kroeger: "What you
had was a bunch of SPs [sensing-per
ceptives], action-oriented kids who
dropped out of high sebool, loved
Army training.tand then were
shipped off to some littleouipost
where they were told to be constant-

lyon alert. They sat there waiting for
something to happen, but nothing
ever did. So they ended up dropping
a wrench somewhere-to stir .up:»
Iittle excitement.'

To make things worse, many out
post commanders were SJs (sensing
judging types) and thus sticklers for
daily reports and routine procedures
-the barie of SPs. Kroeger negotiated
a truce between types rather than
ranks. The officers relaxed some rules
and cut back on paperwork, and in re
turn the soldiers made sure they got
their job done. Accidents and hooligan
ism declined, says Kroeger.

Despite the growing popularity of
type theory, many psychologists and
managers remain-skeptical. An opera
tions chief from 3M stared hard at the
grid of 16 types and asked, "Why does
the -word Communism pop into my
mind?" The charges that Myers
Briggs stereotypes people, that it is a
static, undynamic theory that traffics
in labels much like astrology, have
dogged the theory for years.

Doubts linger even in some centers
of faith.TransamericaCorp.'s chief ex
ecutive, :,' James Harvey, who never

-~---~,-- .-;"~,,

'~{

took the course, has decentralized t(
Parent company's sponsorship. No\
each .division or subsidiary chooses
whether to pursue the training. Says,
Reed Gregg, head of Transamerica's';
audit department and a ebampion of \,
the theory: "The top management
group wanted to see something tangi-

ble, but hOW. do you measu.re a eb.ange..~.in attitude?" .:

S
OME SKEPTICAL managers
wonder whether type theory
mav tum out to be just another ,

" ,ma~agement fad. David Fry,--~/
British-born vice president of systems '
development at Compass Computer
and one of the few disbelievers on the
staff, jokingly compares its spread
through the company to a religious re
vival. He rejects the theory on purely
scientific grounds. "Youcan't measure
the results, and the consequences are
not predictable," he says. "It does
seem to make people feel better. But ~
when the preacherleaves, I thirik the
Christians will become heathens
again."

For their part, many Myers-Briggs
proponents say the test should be
used only as an instrument to improve
the test taker's self-awareness, and
never to screen employees for jobs.
They argue that type skills could be
used to help, say, an introverted sales
person learn to develop the necessary
extroverted behavior for the job. Oth
er psychologists defend the MBTI as
one of a battery of tests and tech
niques that can be used together in
making'evaluations. "It is a tried and
true instrument," says Richard Die
drich, a clinical psychologist with
Rohrer Hibler & Replogle, a consult
ing firm that advises corporations on
matters psychological.

On balance, the theory may well be
less significant than the communica
tions it seems to foster. Talking
about what type you are and what
type I am and the differences be
tween the two often proves to be an
unthreatening way for people to raise
and resolve problems. Indeed, many
executives who have' been exposed
to Myers-Briggs urge their spouses
and children to trike the test, Some
report that the results help explain
behavior that has puzzled them for
years. iii
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Patents Resulting from NSF's Engineering
Program*

An academic scientist typically is interested in
teaching, doing research, and in disseminating new
scientific knowledge through publication and related
activities. The discovery of commercial applications
for an idea or invention has been of secondary
importance. However, recent changes in U.S. patent
policy have awakened interest among academic
institutions to transfer their research results to the
marketplace.

Purposes and Objectives

Thepurposes of this study are to determine the extent
to which NSF Engineering Program grants produced

Introduction

Whether valuable patented inventions have resulted
from academic research supported by National
Science Foundation (NSF) grants has been debated
among members of the National Science Board and by
committees of Congress for some time. The recent
agenda of the House Science and Technology
Committee's Task Force on Science Policy included a
review of government research support and patent
policy as one of the issues to be studied.t"

Although the Federal agencies have routinely recorded
their contractor and grantee invention disclosures
since the I 960s, few systematic studies have been
undertaken to assess the significance of such patent
activity or its value to the national economy. Moreover
recent legislativedevelopments] have focnsed attention
on the need to identify and evaluate patented inventions
as discrete and measurable outputs of Federally
supported research.

This paper summarizes a study of NSF Engineering
patents performed during 1984 by SRI International,
Inc., Menlo Park, CA, under NSF Contract EVL-83
19583.The work builds upon an earlier patent study of
the NSF Chemistry Program performed by Research
Corporation, New York, in 1982.(2) Both studies
attempt to establish reliable baseline data for making
future comparisons of university patent activity
resulting from NSF grant support. The procednres
used can be applied, with comparable effort, to
evaluating patents associated with similar research
grant programs elsewhere.
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The study fouud that from some 4077NSF Engineering
project grants awarded between 1968and 1977,about
2.6 grantees in 100 produced patents linked to his or
her grant. Some 248 patents were examined in this
study. Although few patents produced any economic
value, seven of these patents were licensed, with
royalties ranging from $10 000 to $250000 annually.

From the names of the principal investigators
supported by NSF Engineering grants, who are also
named as inventors on engineering patents registered
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, an
examination was made by technology experts from
SRI International, Inc. to determine the relevance of
each grant to its associated patent. An independent
assessment was also made to evaluate the commercial
potential of each patent and to estimate its economic
value.

The total long-term royalties expected from the linked
patents investigated is estimated as high as $52.5
million. The aggregate value to the U.S. economy from
the sales of products derived from those patents could
range between ten and twenty times that amount,
depending upon the industry.

Summary

Robert S. Cutler, National Science Foundation, Washington, DC 20550, U.S.A.

This report presents the results of a study of
engineering research project grants funded by the
National ScienceFoundation (NSF) between 1968and
1977. The purpose was to determine the extent to
which the grants led to patented technology and to
estimate the economic value of those patents.

"This paper was presented at the Eleventh Annual Meeting and
International Symposium, Technology Transfer Society,
Indianapolis, IN, 24 June 1986.
The author is a Senior Staff Associate on the Program Evaluation
Staff of the National Science Foundation, Washington, DC 20550.
The views expressed here are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect those of the National Science Foundation.
t For example, The Patent and Trademark Act of 1980(P.L. 96-517)
gives general authorization to universities and colleges to promote
inventions resulting.from government funded research.

One observation from the study is that a strong patent
licensingprogramis becomingvaluableto universities,
not just for producing royalty income, but for the
additional sponsored research funds it attracts from
industrial firms.



Video at the EPa

Inview of the contents described it is clear that the aim
of the video is to be an introdnction to the expanding
use of computers in the daily work at the EPa. The
target audience is in the first place new staffat the EPa
as part of theirintroductory training. In the meantime,
however, the video has proved to be a success when
shown to visitors. The simple but accurate explanation
of the mutual relations between the different databases
was the feature most appreciated.

On the other hand, it is obvious that it was a low
budget production, with no budget at all for special
effects. But the camera, the recorder, the player (both
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U-matic), two monitors, a small mixing table and a lot
of black coffee were excellent.,

Only one concession was made. It proved to be
difficult to take pictures directly from a terminal
screen, especially when parts of that screen were to be
enlarged for higher readability. Therefore print-outs
were made from each screen output and then videoed.

Finally, the credits. The 15minute video was made on
D-matic cassette for the PAL system by two senior
examiners, Mr. G. Mees and the author of this article.

,

"



patented technology and to estimate the economic
valne of those patents. In addition, the study develops
a systematic method for evaluating patents associated
with university research grants and provides some
quantitative statements useful for describing the
university technology transfer process.

The objectives were to:

(I) Determine whether links existbetween certain
U.S. patents and NSF engineering grants.

(2) Determine whether the patents identified were
ever licensed or jndged commercializable.

(3) Estimate the aggregate economic value of
those patented inventions found to have

.resnlted from NSF Engineering Program
support.

(4) Establish a reasonable basis for evaluating
patents resulting from Federally-supported
university research.

The approach taken was to examine a lO-year set of
4077 NSF engineering research grants in order to
determine the extent to which those grants led to
patented technology and to commercial use.

Scope of Study

The study involved some 722 patents issned between
1975 and 1982 to the 4077 principal investigators
supported by NSF Engineering Program grants
between 1968 mid 1977. Because of grant document
retrieval problems, which proved to be random,' only
149 grants associated with 248 patents were actually
examined.This sample isconsidered to be representative
of the total set of 4077 grantees.

Procedure

The first part of the study sought to determine the
number of research grants supported by NSF's
Engineering Program which also produced U.S.
patents. The second part, performed by members of
the Patent Review Board of SRI International (SRI),
estimated the commercial potential and economic
value of the patents found. They followed the patent
evaluation process typically used in industry, which is
summarized below. The results of an earlier patent
study of NSF chemistry grantees'» was used to provide
a basis for comparison.

*Although attempts were made to retrieve these retired grant
documents from the U.S. Archives, many of the original grant
folderswerenot founddue to misplaced, lost, or destroyed records.
A statistical test (chi-square, equality of proportions along five
attributes) confirmed that the missing data was random: thus the
available sample of 149 is considered representative of the original
population of 4077 grantees.

Caveat on Baseline Estimates

This study attempts to plough new ground in an
uncertain and difficult area: the relationship between
university research, patentedinventions,andeconomic
impact. The database used was constructed from the
best information available at NSF and U.S. Patent and
Trademark Officecomputerized files, which may have
been incomplete. The results were derived from very
conservative estimates, because of the nature of the .
PI/Inventor name-matching process used and the
restricted availability of the licensing data. The time
periods selected for analysis were chosen to best
approximate the mainstream of grant-patent activity
within the constraints of the data. Nevertheless, the
evaluation method used isstraightforward and provide
a reasonable basis for arriving at the results found.

Sources of Data: Patents Related to
NSF Engineering Grantees

The primary data sources used were the 'NSF
Engineering Program History Tape', an unduplicated
alphabetical listingof some 4077 principal investigators
(PIs) supported by NSF's Engineering and applied
research divisions between 1968 and 1977, and the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office's (PTa) computerized
list of patents issued between 1975 and 1982. (Only
U.S. patents issued after I January 1974 were
accessable by computer from the PTa files.)

Typically it takes about 2 years after a grant is awarded
to do the research, from 2 to 4 years to prepare and file
a patent application based on that research, and an
additional 2-7 years for prosecution in the PTa before
a patent is issued. Based on these time requirements, it
was assumed that grants awarded between 1968 and
1977 most likely supported the research which 7 to 10
years later produced patents issued between 1975 and
1982. This constituted the search grid for the study.

Using the names of the 4077 NSF Engineering
Program grantees between 1968 and 1977, we made
computerized matches were.made with the names of
inventors listed in the PTa's database files of
engineering patents (mechanical, electrical, chemical,
and structural) issued during the period January 1975
to December 1982. Similar name-matches had
previously been made for the list of 3766 NSF
Chemistry Program PIs receiving grants for basic
chemistry research between the years 1964 and 1974.

The use of comparative data from the earlier NSF
chemistry patent study was considered useful since
both sets of grantees are based primarily on their
scientific merits. The applied nature of engineering
research, however, may have included the additional
criterion of practical utility, which was expected to
account for significant differences in the results.
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Selection Criteria

i/

• 40 of the 149 Engineering PIs had patents
linked to their NSF grant. 17patents issued to
the remaining 109 grantees, which included
funding acknowledgements to other NSF
programs, were judged as not related to the
research supported by the NSF Engineering
Program.

A majority of the patents examined were not licensed.
For each "linked" patent, the technology covered,
type ofclaims, and problems visualized in licensing the
claims were analyzed. Most of the patents found were
considered of doubtful licensability, i.e., they have
limited commercial application, present insur
mountable difficulties to protect against infringement,
or have no apparent economic advantage over existing
processes.

• 722 patents were issued to the 395 NSF
grantees; 248 of these 722 patents were issued
to 149 PIs involving technology associated
with the research supported by NSF.

• 51 (21%) of the 248 patents examined were
found to be linked to NSF sponsored
research.

The actual economic value, to date (sales of patented
products or processes) of these NSF Engineering
patents is relatively small. This is because the full
economic potential can take from 15to 25 years longer
to be realized. Also, the selection method used in this
study rejected seventeen patents which were invented

An economic assessment of each 'linked' patent was
developed from information requested from the
inventor, from the university patent administrator, or
from patent owners to whom assignment of the patent
had been made. A questionnaire was used to obtain
information on whether the patent had been licensed,
date of first sale if marketed, and estimates of total
volnme of business over the life of the patented
products or processes. Although it is too early for full
commercialization of patents covering research
conducted in the 1968-1977 time period, the
information on the early use of the patent itself
provides a basis for estimating its potential value.

Economic Value of Patents

• Median time from grant award to patent filing
date was 3.8 years.

• 395 of 4077 (9.7%) NSF Engineering Program
PIs were named as inventors on U.S. patents
between 1975 and 1982.

Findings:

The results of this part of the study are:

Assignment criteria
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Category

Possibly related PI and patent inventor names are identical;
Titles and/or subject matter of both grants
and patents are similar;
Patent application date follows grant
proposal date;
University and geographic proximity.

To organize the substantive examination of the study,
the full text of each patent identified was obtained
from the PTO search and assigned to one of three
categories using the selection criteria given in Table 1.

Directly related PI and patent inventor names are identical;
NSF support acknowledged in patent.

The first step in carrying out this study was to
determine the extent to which the research supported
by NSF's Engineering Program between 1968 and 1977
produced United States patents. The names of the PIs
were matched by computer against the names of
inventors listed on all patents issued by the PTO. For
each match, a grantee institution was determined by
reference to the inventor's name, address, and
assignment of the patent. This information was later
used to verify the name-identity of particular PIs and
inventors.

Probably related PI and patent inventor names are identical;
Titles and/or subject matter of both grants
and patents are related;
Patent application date is concurrent with or
follows grant award date.

Table 1. Relevance of patents to grants

Procedure for Determining Linkage
of Patents to Grants

Each of the selected patents in which a named inventor
and PI are identical was examined by a subject expert
for possible 'relevance' of the subject matter of the
patent to the research performed under the grant.
About one in five of the patents (29 out of 149)
contained acknowledgements to specific NSF grant
support; for these no further examination for 'linkage'
was considered necessary.

For the remaininggrantees, the examination comprised
a review of the original grant proposal, each interim
and final technical report, and any publications
resulting from the research. The technical details in
these documents were compared with the specifications
and claims in the associated patent. Finally, a 'patent
relevance' judgment was arrived at by the subject
expert and recorded on a special worksheet.



by NSF grantees, who were not strictly Engineering
program PIs during that time period.

A conservative estimate of the economic value ofthose
patents resulting from NSF Engineering program
support is on the order of $52 million. This estimate
was based on SRI's experience in evaluating patents
and in licensing high-technology inventions, including
many which have resulted from basic university
research.

The results of this analysis are:

Analysis of Findings

The reasons for differences between the grant-patent
data forthe NSF Engineering Program and Chemistry
Program are complex. A number of probable factors
are suggested from related observations.

A comparison is shown (Table 2) between the
Engineering and Chemistry program outputs. Basic
research is more likely to result in dead ends or non
patentable results than is applied research or
engineering.

Table 2. Comparison of results

NSF Engineering NSF Chemistry Research Corporation
Program Program chemistry grantees

Period covered 1968-77 1964-77 1964-74
(10 years) (14 years) (11 years)

Number cf principal 4077 3766 915
investigators (PIs)

Number cf PIs named 395 73 57
as inventcrs on (149)
any patent

Number cf patents 722 195 32
issued to these PIs (248)

Number of patents 148* 95 16
linked to (51)
NSF sponsored
research

Number of PI/Inventors 106t 39 9
whose NSF grants (40)
linked to patents

Patent ratio: 25.9 per 1000 10.4 per 1000 9.8 per 1000
(PIlI per 1000
grantees)

Median time from grant 3.8 years 5.2 years 6.4 years
award to filing patent
application

*Factor of 0.205 used to project data (51/248 X 722 == 148 patents).
fPactor of 0.268 used to project data (40/149 X 395 == 106 PIlI)

For those 18patents found to have commercial value,
all were linked to Pis who admitted having been

The research proposals submitted to the NSF
Engineering Program are inherently more applied in
nature than those sent to the Chemistry Program. The
review process employed by the two NSF programs
differed; Chemistry evaluated their proposals by mail,
whereas Engineering divisions used both external mail
reviewers and ad hocpanels of experts who met to rate
project proposals. While reviewers were instructed to
rate proposals for 'scientific merit', there are
indications in their written comments that engineering
reviewersalso gave weight to the practical utility of the
anticipated research results.

Seven of the 51 patents resulting from NSF
supported engineering research have been
licensed or assigned to an industrial company
and have contributed directly to industrial
technology; eleven -of the remainder are
considered potentially licensable.

The aggregate economic value of the eighteen
NSF engineering patents found licensed or
licensable is estimated at between ten and
twenty times royalty income over the life of
the patented product or process. (The total
sales to date of the licensed patents cannot be
determined with accuracy since adequate
proprietary infc.rmation was not available).

•

•
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Based upon the analysis of findings, the following
conclusions are reached:

Acknowledgement- The author acknowledgesthecontributionsof
Thomas P. Sheahen and Robert L. Stern of SRI International for
performing the examination and evaluation of grant and patent
documentsfor thisstudy, andto HarryJ. Piccarielloand WilliamD.
Comminsfor their helpful comments.
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The PI's recognition and awareness of patents is
greater today than it was 10-15 years ago.

The median time (3.8 years) between grant award
date and patent filing date is appreciably less than
that found for the more basic chemistry grants.

The patents examined, which are linked to NSF
Engineering research grants, had only a slight
impact on technology to date, and can be expected
to have a modest economic value in the long run.

The PI/Inventor ratio of 26.8 per 1000 grantees,
for the NSF Engineering Program, appears
significantly higher than the comparable ratios
(lOA per 1000 and 9.8 per 1000, respectively) for
the two more basic Chemistry research grant
programs.

•

•

•

•

• Few commercialized patents resulted from NSF
grants for engineering research or from the PIs
who conducted the research. However, the findings
for both the Engineering (3.6%) and Chemistry
(1.04%) granteesstudied are comparable suggesting
that this is due more to the nature or direction of
the research than to poor performance by the
investigators.

• A strong universitypaientlicensing program is
becoming more valuable, not only for producing
royalty income, but for the additional sponsored
research funds it attracts from industrial firms.

Conclusions

Although there is insufficient evidence, to date, to
know whether the recent (since 1980) shift in Federal
and university patent policies toward commercializing
university research results has affected U.S. com
petitiveness in high-technology markets, this study
suggests a method for identifying and assessing the
extent of university patent output attributable to
Federal research grant programs.
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A Monte Carlo simulation yielded a best estimate of
the potential 'loyalties of the 474 patents of $23.0
million. Combining this figure with the midpoint of the
estimated royalties of the 248 patents examined gives
an estimated total of $31.5 million in royalties for all
patents known to have been issued.

The sample of 248 patents showed that 92.7% of them
had no commercial value. The midpoint value of the
estimated royalties for the remainder was found to be
approximately lognormally distributed.

These two adjustments were made on the aggregate
statistics of the patents examined. Considering the
uncertainties of the evaluation process, this approach
made it unnecessary as well as impractical to estimate
the probability distribution of royalty income for each
patent. Therefore, the midpoint of the range of
potential royalties for each patent was used.

Why the Engineering Program patents were com
mercialized in less time than the other two groups is
unclear. The data suggests that PIs who had prior
industrial experience were better able to effect the
commercial success of their patents.

Estimated Economic Value

As described earlier, the analysis oflinked patents was
limited by two conditions: (1) the difference b~tween

the period in which the grants were awarded ~1968

1977) and the period in which the patents were issued
(1975-1982), and (2) the lack of information about 474
patents known to be issued but for which grant
information was not recovered. To reach quantitative
conclusions. about all linked patents issued to the
grantees of interest, two statistical adjustments were
made.

consultants to industry or had prior industrial
experience.

'To adjust for the difference between the grant award
and patent issue periods, the distribution of the time
lag between grant award and patent issue was
determined. From this distribution, it was estimated
that 60% of the patents that have been issued to the
grantees wereissuedin the period 1975-1982. Therefore,
the total royalties for all patents issued or to be issued
to the group of PIs studied was estimated to be $52.5
million.

Additional Observations

One observation from this study is that a strong patent
licensing program is becoming valuable to universities,
not just for producing royalty income which typically
is small, but for the additional sponsored research
funds it attracts from industrial firms, both in the U.S.
and from abroad.
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